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An unsupervised symbolic clustering algorithm for whistles of bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus)
was tuned on a small training data set. Afterwards, recordings containing a large number of natural
whistles and a test data set containing 1520 instances of twelve different artificial whistle types were
analyzed by the algorithm. Results are discussed with regard to the signature whistle hypothesis.

1 Introduction

The signature whistle hypothesis was first stated by
Caldwell & Caldwell (1965) and is based upon two con-
ceptions: (1) In the vocal repertoire of a group of bot-
tlenose dolphins whistle types exist which are charac-
terizable by a stable time-frequency contour-shape. (2)
Each individual animal can be attributed exactly one
such whistle type - it’s signature whistle. The signature
whistles of a group of animals are disjunct and about
90% of all whistles may be classified as signature whis-
tles.

The hypothesis was supported by many later studies:
Mimicry of signature whistles can be observed only in
rare cases [13, 6, 12, 8]. In captivity calves coin their
individual signature whistle within the first six months
of live [1]. In nature the ontogeny of signature whistles
takes as long as one year and whistles remain stable for
up to 12 years [9]. Signature whistles of male calves are
more similar to their mother’s ones than those of female
calves who remain members of the group [9, 10].

Newer findings suggest that whistles may be under-
stood as contact barks ensuring cohesion of the group
[6, 11, 5]. Also they may play an important role in the
mother-calf relationship [12] and time-frequency charac-
teristics of whistles appear to be correlated to stimuli-
changes in discrimination tasks [4]. Furthermore, some
authors claim that each individual animal has it’s own
whistle–repertoire [7].

These and other aspects of whistles have been dis-
cussed intensively in the literature, but the “contour-
shape” conception still lacks proper specification. This,
however, is fundamental for the discourse about the sig-
nature whistle hypothesis.

Goal of this study is to find and investigate the most
frequent whistle types in the repertoire of a group of
bottlenose dolphins that are subject to a well defined
time-frequency contour-shape criterion. Furthermore, it
is investigated if these types can be understood as sig-
nature whistles. In order to ensure a neutral treatment
of the conception of contour-shape an unsupervised ma-
chine learning approach was chosen.

2 Material and Method

2.1 Material

The acoustic material used in this study is a large collec-
tion (87,9 GB) of hard disk recordings of the vocaliza-
tions of Tursiops truncatus. It was made in early sum-
mer 2002 during 28 days by the author at the Dolphin-
Reef in Eilat (Israel). The corpus comprises 273,3 hours
of recordings in 453 files. All files are mono, uncom-
pressed 16 Bit PCM with a sample-rate of 96kHz. A
broadband hydrophone (TC 4014, Reson) was used to-
gether with an external soundcard (DSP24, Hoontech).

In summer 2002, about thirteen adult animals and three
calves lived in the group. One of the adult animals was
absent for most of the time. The hydrophone was lo-
cated six meters away from the sandy shore. About
90% of the recordings were made from 10 a.m. until 10
p.m. In the following sections, the collection will be ref-
fered to as the Eilat-Collection. It contains about 25.000
whistles.

2.2 Method

In order to infer from the Eilat-Collection those whis-
tle types that are subject to a neutral time-frequency
contour-shape criterion the following procedure was ap-
plied:

1. A set of twelve artificial “signature” whistles was
generated with a synthesizer. Each of these whis-
tles was between 570 ms and 980 ms long. Each
whistle contained ten arbitrary changes in the time-
frequency contour. Length, bandwidth and changes
in the contour were determined by random proce-
dures. Artificial whistle had no harmonics but in
all other aspects resembled natural dolphin whis-
tles (see figure 1).

2. A test data set containing 1520 representations
of artificial whistles (152 of each) was generated
by mixing whistle-free recordings from the Eilat
group with instances of artificial whistles. These
were inserted with different levels of quality (some-
times partially instantiated, overlapping and low-
level) at random points in order to model true
recordings of natural whistles.

3. An unsupervised cluster induction algorithm [3, 2]
was tuned on a small set of training data con-
taining both artificial and natural whistles. The
algorithm induces clusters, each representing one
whistle type with a stable time-frequency contour-
shape. In a nutshell, the algorithm works as fol-
lows:

(a) A set of annotations is generated by unsuper-
vised classification of audio recordings with
the help of a number of classifiers that re-
spond to short sinusoidal wave patterns in
different frequency bands. Classifiers are de-
signed to form a raster that covers the full
bandwidth of all whistles.

(b) A set of well-formed chains of annotations
neighboring in time-frequency space is cre-
ated from the set of all annotations.

(c) A set of symbolic representations of whis-
tles is automatically extracted from the set
of chains. Time of all representations is nor-
malized. Each representation is now a time
series of symbolic elements.
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(d) From all symbolic representations those are
chosen that have a minimum length of 500
ms. The obtained set contains only well formed
representations of whistles long enough to be
signature whistles.

(e) The set of well formed representations is clus-
tered by making use of a formal symbolic-
similarity criterion. Symbolic-similarity is de-
fined as the maximum number of common
elements in two symbolic representations. If
symbolic-similarity is above threshold two rep-
resentations are merged into a new represen-
tation.

(f) Each merged representation is used for fur-
ther comparisons and merges within an iter-
ative procedure. The algorithm stops when
no more merges are possible.

(g) Each resulting symbolic representation spec-
ifies exactly one cluster (i.e. one whistle-
type). For each cluster an overall compres-
sion rate is computed from local compression
rates of symbolic elements.

The clustering algorithm was applied to the Eilat-
Collection and to the test data set. The similarity thresh-
old was set to 80%. From resulting clusters those with a
compression rate above 4 were selected. Bivariate plots
of center frequency vs. bandwidth and of center fre-
quency vs. gradient (in the time-frequency space) were
computed from the set of all induced clusters and from
the set of clusters with high compression rate.

Figure 1: Artificial whistle (l) and natural whistle (r)

Rationale: The test data set with the twelve arti-
ficial whistles represents an ideal model of an acoustic
environment in which the signature whistle hypothesis
holds. All artificial whistles have a distinct fine grained
time-frequency contour-shape which is blurred by natu-
ral noise, sonar clicks, mutual overlaps, partial instanti-
ation and low signal-to-noise ratio. An algorithm that
is able to correctly induce clusters for all artificial signa-
ture whistle types from such data should be able to do so
for natural signature whistles as well. If the clustering
algorithm performs correctly on the test data set, then
the output obtained from clustering the entire Eilat-
Collection can be interpreted only in three reasonable
ways:

1. All presumed signature whistles are among the
most frequent induced whistle types. The concep-
tion of contour-shape used to generate artificial
whistles is correct. The signature whistle hypoth-
esis holds.

2. Not all presumed signature whistles are among the
most frequent induced whistle types. The con-
ception of contour-shape used to generate artifi-
cial whistles is nevertheless correct. The signature
whistle hypothesis does not hold.

3. Not all presumed signature whistles are among the
most frequent induced whistle types because the
conception of contour-shape used to generate ar-
tificial whistles is not correct.

All three possible outcomes of the experiment are rel-
evant for the signature whistle hypothesis itself. In the
first two cases, the signature whistle hypothesis either
holds or fails. In the third case, it has to be concluded
that the conception of contour-shape used to generate
artificial whistles is not correct - but then it must be
asked how an appropriate contour-shape-conception can
be specified.

3 Results

3.1 Eilat-Collection

Classifiers for short sinusoidal wave patterns created
984.033 annotations in total. From these 1.072 well
formed symbolic representations of long whistles were
extracted. This equals 4.3% of the estimated 25.000
whistles in the Eilat-Collection. Symbolic representa-
tions contained an average of 39 elements. 42.149 anno-
tations (4.3%) were used to create symbolic representa-
tions of long whistles.

Six automatically extracted well-formed symbolic rep-
resentations are shown in figure 2. These representa-
tions can be interpreted as proper representations of
signature whistles of different animals of the group.

Bivariate plots of center frequency vs. bandwidth
and of center frequency vs. gradient of all found sym-
bolic whistle-representations and of all generated sym-
bolic cluster identifiers are shown in figure 3. The clus-
tering algorithm generated 52 clusters with a compres-
sion rate higher than 4. The twelve most dense clusters
could be interpreted as variations of only two basic whis-
tle forms (see figure 3). These basic forms appear to be
predominant in the vocal repertoire of the group.

3.2 Test data

Classifiers for short sinusoidal wave patterns created
97.458 annotations in total. From these 818 symbolic
representations of whistles were extracted. This equals
54% of the 1520 instances of artificial whistles in the
test data set. Symbolic representations contained an
average of 47.9 symbolic elements (annotations). 39.160
annotations (about 40.2%) were used to create symbolic
whistle-representations.

Bivariate plots of center frequency vs. bandwidth
and of center frequency vs. gradient of all found sym-
bolic whistle-representations and of all generated sym-
bolic cluster identifiers are shown in figure 5. The clus-
tering algorithm generated 35 clusters with a compres-
sion rate higher than 4. The twelve most dense clusters
represented exactly all artificial whistle types in the test
data set (see figure 6).
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Figure 2: Six automatically extracted symbolic
representations of natural whistles. Crosses represent

symbolic elements.

Figure 3: The six most frequent induced natural
whistle types longer than 500ms. Green colors indicate
high local compression rate. Red colors indicate low

local compression rate.

Figure 4: Bivariate plots of center frequency vs.
bandwidth and of center frequency vs. gradient. Top:
All 1072 long whistle representations. Bottom: The 52

cluster identifiers with a compression rate ≥ 4.

Figure 5: Bivariate plots of center frequency vs.
bandwidth and of center frequency vs. gradient. Top:
All 818 long whistle representations. Bottom: The 35

cluster identifiers with a compression rate ≥ 4.
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Figure 6: Symbolic identifiers of the six most frequent
induced artificial whistle types. Green colors indicate
high local compression rate. Red colors indicate low

local compression rate.

4 Discussion

The Eilat-Collection contains about 25.000 recorded nat-
ural whistles. For most of these no symbolic repre-
sentations were extracted by the algorithm. Main rea-
sons were low signal-to-noise ratio, shortness, frequency
jumps, interruptions, trills and other irregularities in the
shape of the whistles. Extracted, however, was a suffi-
cient number of full-length whistles with high signal-to-
noise ratio. All presumed signature whistles of the group
were present in the set of extracted symbolic represen-
tations.

Clustering almost perfectly reproduced all twelve ar-
tificial whistle types. The algorithm also built a compa-
rable number of clusters for natural whistle types. Clus-
ters formed from natural whistles, however, provide low
support for the signature whistle hypothesis. Symbolic
identifiers of the most frequent clusters look similar at
first glance but are to different to be merged by the
algorithm. The twelve most frequent induced cluster
identifiers can be interpreted as variations of only two
basic whistle forms predominant in the vocalizations of
the group. These two basic forms are also clearly visi-
ble as two accumulations in the bivariate plot of center
frequency vs. gradient (see figure 4). In addition, a va-
riety of different but more rare types in automatically
generated clusters could be observed.

It can be concluded that natural whistle types which
fit the strict contour-shape conception used to generate
artificial whistles do indeed exist. Most of these, how-
ever, cannot be interpreted as signature whistles. With
regard to the three possible interpretations of the out-
come of this experiment we can state that:

1. The first interpretation is not correct as only two
of twelve presumed signature whistles are among

the induced whistle types.

2. The second interpretation could be correct but
then the signature whistle hypothesis is not cor-
rect.

3. The third interpretation could also be correct but
then it must be asked what actually a “contour-
shape” is. It has to be concluded that the signa-
ture whistle hypothesis lacks correct specification
of one of it’s two fundamental assumptions.

Lowering the threshold of the similarity criterion un-
derlying cluster formation does not yield better results.
The maximum number of dense clusters is achieved when
the symbolic similarity threshold is set to 80% (see fig-
ure 7). Lowering the threshold yields low-quality clus-
ters with symbolic representations that model whistles
less appropriate.
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Figure 7: Number of clusters of natural long whistles
with compression rate ≥ 2 in dependency of symbolic

similarity threshold.

Changing the minimum length parameter in step (d)
of the algorithm does also not yield results which are
better for the signature whistle hypothesis. Manifold
symbolic representations of short subsequences in whis-
tles appear. These can be clustered with high overall
compression rates. Interpretation of such clusters with
statistical methods is up to future studies.
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